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COMPANY BACKGROUND 

 

Financial Summary 

SYMBOL 

EXCHANGE 
ISGP 
OTC.PK 

CURRENT 

PRICE 
$.20 

SHARES 
OUTSTANDING 

134,720,015  

RATING 
Speculative 

Buy 

18-MONTH 

PRICE TARGET 
$.56 

MARKET CAP $26.9 million 

52-WEEK 

RANGE 
$.02—$2.00 

AVG. 30-DAY 

VOLUME 
12,600 

Beta .45 

Formerly known as MSBL Group, the Company first acquired Corporate Con-
sulting Services in October 2004 and also signed a letter of intent during the 
same time to merge with Walnut Ventures, Inc.  This merger was conse-
quently completed in December 2004.  To more accurately portray the com-

pany and its growth plans within the Internet search engine and business 
technology sectors, the Company changed its name to InterSearch Group in 
November 2004.  

InterSearch Group Inc. (OTC: ISGP) owns and operates leading businesses in 
the Internet Advertising and IT sectors.  InterSearch’s companies focus on 
growth sectors of the paid search marketplace.  InterSearch owns and oper-
ates sites, technology and traffic in a number of high value retail and corpo-

rate channels and monetizes that traffic utilizing partnerships with tier-1 in-
dustry leading PPC and CPM advertising providers.  In addition to Internet 
search companies, InterSearch also owns a technology focused professional 
services firm that is an IBM Rational development partner and services an 
impressive roster of Fortune 500 clients.  The professional services business 
operates both as a client facing profit center and is also used to provide addi-

tional IT resources to other InterSearch companies.  In addition, the network 
of client contacts is being utilized to develop and implement InterSearch’s 
corporate search offering. 

InterSearch’s Pay Per Click (PPC) search engine properties operate in the 
same space as Google (Nasdaq: GOOG), Ask Jeeves (Nasdaq: ASKJ) and 
InfoSpace (Nasdaq: INSP).  Its long-standing PPC provider partnerships and 
search technology provide users with "one-stop shopping" that generates the 

best search results throughout the Internet.  
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InterSearch consists of two primary companies: 

1. Walnut Ventures operates several search sites and distributes paid search results 

through numerous partnerships.  It also oversees M&A activity for InterSearch.  They 
have announced the strategy of trying to acquire portfolios of domains that would pro-
vide additional diversification  of search sites and diversification of PPC partner reve-
nues with several new traffic sources.  Its primary search engine partnership is with 

Yahoo. 
 
 
In addition, Walnut Ventures owns and operates the following two search engine prop-

erties: 

• RedZip.com and other proprietary search engines and portals connect thou-

sands of consumers with meaningful results from 
multiple search engines. Beyond targeted results, 

RedZip's desktop toolbar search software main-
tains an unobtrusive point-of-presence with the 
end user. 

• Parking Dots.com enables Internet domain owners to generate revenue from 

traffic to undeveloped and expired sites. Parking Dots uses proprietary strate-
gies to deliver content to these sites from pay-for-performance advertisers. This 
unique concept is a “win-win-win” 
for all parties; visitors find what 

they are looking for, advertisers 
gain customers, and the domain 
owner generates revenue. 

 

 

 

2. Corporate Consulting Services (CCS) oversees the opera-

tion of the technology based professional services that Inter-
Search offers to Fortune 500 companies.  In addition, it is 
leading the development and implementation of InterSearch’s 

patent pending search offering in the corporate arena. 

 

 

By focusing on high growth sectors with strong cash flow, InterSearch is rapidly becoming a self-

sustaining powerhouse in online and offline search.  InterSearch offers a wide variety of search 
services and products across InterSearch companies, from Registrar & Domain name channel 
monetization to desktop search management tools to corporate search solutions. 
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INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

• InterSearch has developed a proprietary (patent-pending) process of monetizing search traffic 

conducted from corporate platforms.  Management believes this new revenue channel holds 
tremendous promise and differentiates InterSearch from others in the online advertising 

space.  Capitalizing on corporate relationships developed through their consulting practice, as 
well as from new efforts, the Company has become the primary search technology for its cor-
porate partners.  This new revenue source, coupled with InterSearch’s existing consumer base 
of approximately 14 million unique users of their desktop technologies (such as their toolbar 

and desktop application) and the thousands of URLs that generate direct navigation search 
results allows them to maximize search revenues. 

• The company’s acquisition of Walnut Ventures—which oversees the investment and operation 

of Internet technology and online search properties—propelled the Company into the top 

ranks of the online advertising, search-engine and the ‘pay-per-click’ (PPC) markets.  This 
sector has witnessed explosive growth recently.  In 2001 PPC ad spending more than doubled 
to $301 million from $123 million in 2000, and for 2004 it was estimated to be an astounding 

$4 billion in size. Future growth estimates indicate that the PPC market is expected to grow at 
an average rate of 21.64%; outpacing the overall online advertising market. 

• ‘Pay-per-click’ is the hottest concept in modern online advertising.  Companies find it ex-

tremely effective to pay for advertising that is linked to a shopper’s online search request.  
With performance-based search advertising, the advertiser pays only for visitors who have 

searched for a relevant phrase, and thus are more likely to purchase the products being sold. 
As more traditional advertising media (print, TV, radio) give way to new consumer trends in 
connectivity and electronic media, advertisers are now looking beyond Google and Yahoo and 

embracing the search technology-enabled services of such fast growing companies like Ask-
Jeeves, InterSearch Group, Marchex, Mamma.com and Interchange Corp, among others.  This 
increased demand shift for PPC has provided a significant boost to InterSearch Group, as well 
as other Internet companies in the ‘pay-per-click’ advertising market. 

• InterSearch has already achieved profitability and positive cash flows from operations.  This 

strong financial performance provides the Company a competitive advantage from other 
early-stage search companies.  It enables the Company to grow organically by channeling 
funds into new research on newer technological offerings. The Company may also consider 

looking at acquisitions, possibly in the $20 million range, to help grow externally. Such acqui-
sitions would help the Company increase its product offerings, thereby allowing it to increase 
its market share, improve gross margins, and expand its revenue channels in the fiercely 
competitive online advertising industry. 

• InterSearch has built an impressive management team.  The hiring of former Overture Direc-

tor, Robert Hoult, to head the Business Development and acquisition initiatives of Walnut Ven-
tures and former AskJeeves Strategic Partnership Manager, Milo Ryan, are expected to act as 
a further catalyst to the Group’s growth initiatives. 
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InterSearch competes in the Pay Per Click (PPC) mar-
ket, which is the fastest growing segment of the online 

advertising market.  The online advertising market, as a 
whole, is expected to be a $16.5 billion industry in 
2005. Performance-based online ad spending will grow 
more quickly than online advertising as a whole, as ad-

vertisers continue to search for a more efficient and ac-
countable approach to marketing.  

 

 

 

Due to the disadvantages of old style offline advertising, the PPC business model of InterSearch is 
increasingly attractive.  The firm’s business is characterized by the following points: 

• The advertiser is able to place targeted content on the search engines. However, the 

advertisements will appear in the search of a user of the search engines.  For example, 
if the advertiser is a Travel & Leisure company then its advertisements will be dis-
played when a user of the search engine puts in a search for travel and related infor-
mation. 

• The advertiser pays only for the advertisements which have been viewed by the search 

engine users when they click on the advertisements and follow through to the adver-
tiser’s website. 

• Placements of listings are auctioned off to competing advertisers, with the highest bid-

der receiving the most prominent space. 

• With performance-based advertising, the advertiser knows what is being paid for each 

set of eyes or “clicks” that visit their web site.  This makes calculating an actual return 
on investment (ROI) figure possible for PPC advertising, something that passive adver-
tisements are unable to accomplish.  This is one of the primary reasons for the explo-

sive growth in this segment. 

Online consumers are becoming increasingly savvy, and advertisers are seeking a more afford-
able means of promoting their products and services to a wide audience on the Internet.  The so-
lution for advertisers is obvious and it encompasses the core of the Internet's foundation – reach 

a targeted group of consumers quickly and effectively while maximizing the ROI.  Pay-Per-Click 
advertising has developed into most advertisers’ obvious solution.  Television, radio, and print 
advertising are limited to reaching a general audience.  Because of this, the advertiser can never 

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

BUSINESS MODEL 
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be certain who will hear or see the message being presented and thus the results are very limited.  
Consequently, traditional offline advertising such as direct mail and “yellow page” advertising are 

experiencing a steep erosion of business.  PPC advertising is 100% targeted in its reach, resulting 
in very high conversion rates for the advertisers.  

Bidding on search terms is very user friendly because the advertiser has complete control over the 
selection and use of keywords that best represent their products or services. Most PPC search en-

gines provide tools for advertisers to associate keywords related to their web site so that they can 
maximize their campaign's effectiveness. 

Advertisers bid in an auction-type environment on each selected keyword 
to obtain top placement in search engine results. The higher the bid on 

the desired keywords, the more traffic the advertiser will receive.  Re-
search shows that the number one placement listing typically receives 
2.5 times more clicks than the number 2 listing on a search engine, and 

4 times the amount of clicks as the number 3 listing.  Additionally, having 
a keyword bid in the top 3 to 5 search listings means advertisers listings 
are more likely to be listed on that search engine's larger web search 
partner sites. Web search partners are other search engines that redis-

tribute the PPC search engine's listings.  This is common practice today 
for all search engines on the Internet. Today, users that visit any major 

search engine will see "paid" or "sponsored" links listed first in all search results returned to end 

users. 

It is not until a consumer clicks on the advertiser's search engine listing and goes to their web site 
that the account is charged the amount of the bid that was placed on that search term.  This obli-
gates the advertiser to only pay a small amount of money per potential customer that is directed 

to their site.  Again, unlike passive advertising, with the PPC model the advertiser knows precisely 
when they have engaged a consumer on their web site.  

Since 1999 with the launch of Pay-Per-Click search engines, advertisers have bid against other 
merchants on keywords specific to their product or service.  The procedure is relatively simple; the 

highest bidder wins and consequently receives listing in the number one position for searches per-
formed for that exact keyword.  The pay-per-click system may appear overly simple, but there are 
various levels of strategy involved.  Notably, one of the keys to Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

is to attach a list of keywords that are commonly associated with the company advertising and the 
products/services offering.  

PPC is the future of online advertising because this highly effective online marketing and advertis-
ing medium generates a calculable return on a merchant’s advertising investment.  The merchant 

is only responsible for paying for the valuable buyers that actually reach his web site. With techno-
logical advances and higher penetration in terms of computer and internet usage, the PPC form 
advertising is not considered a passing fad and is expected to dictate future advertising trends with 

visible benefits to both the merchants and the hosting websites/search engines.   

InterSearch’s primary business model is to generate revenues from the increasing volume of 
online advertising.  The Company collects revenues from the advertisers, based upon the number 
of clicks and the per click rates for each result provided.  InterSearch then pays out a portion of 

the revenues to the site owner that originated the search inquiry, and retains the balance.  This 
leads to high-margins which increase significantly as traffic volume increases.  
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PAY-PER-CLICK INDUSTRY 

Five years ago, banner advertising was extremely popular.  At one time, these ads produced very 
high click-through rates.  Today they are hovering at an all-time low of .25%, meaning that only 

1 in 400 people click through to the end destination.  Advertisers have begun to search for a 
more effective alternative.  That alternative arrived in 1999 with the advent of pay-per-click ad-
vertising through search engines. 

Pay Per Click (PPC) search engine advertis-

ing is booming—not only because it is inex-
pensive but also because it is effective.  In 
2001, PPC ad spending more than doubled 
to $301 million from $123 million in 2000. 

The growth of the industry itself is remark-
able.  It is expected to grow at an annual 
rate of 21.64% in the coming years and is 

expected to reach $7.2 billion in 2007. 

Even more impressive, however, are the 
results it delivers to advertisers. Imagine 
what would happen if McDonald's only paid 

for advertising when a customer walked in 
their door.  The billions of dollars spent on television and radio would no longer be needed. For 
this very reason PPC advertising has been the vehicle of choice and a welcome alternative for 

many online advertisers. Perhaps most important, Pay-Per-Performance lets the company focus 
on its marketing plan and achieving actual results rather than just increasing awareness.  Not 
only do people recall the company’s name, but the firm also receives an interested prospect deliv-
ered to the site.  The industry is also attractive as an increasing number of online users are using 

search engines to search for online merchants. This is shown by the graph above.  

COMPETITION:             

As stated earlier, the PPC market is expected to grow at over 20% per 
year until 2007.  This has attracted many businesses into this segment 
and increased the competition dramatically.  The market is currently 

dominated by Google and Yahoo (through its subsidiary, Overture), which 
have a combined market share of 90% of the market. The remaining 10% 
of the market is divided among the other smaller participants.  Given the 

brand loyalty commanded by the market leaders, the remaining firms 
have to go to great lengths to distinguish and differentiate themselves to 
grow market share in this fiercely competitive market. 
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The table below shows select financial figures of the major competitors for 2004:  

By comparison on a financial basis, it is clear that although InterSearch is smaller in terms of 

overall revenue, it is very competitive on other financial measures.  As noted earlier, Google and 
Yahoo command around 90% of the market share, leaving only 10% for the remaining firms.  Of 
this amount, some of the smaller players are somewhat well established and command a certain 

amount of brand loyalty (e.g. AskJeeves, FindWhat, LookSmart).  For InterSearch to increase its 
position may be difficult unless it is able to increase its access to search inquiry traffic through 
developing and maintaining more relationships with prominent Internet “real estate” owners 
(URLs, domains, etc) that direct search traffic to the company.  

The growth potential within the industry should have a spill-over effect into other opportunities 
that InterSearch can leverage to grow its own revenues in tandem with the industry growth rate, 
thereby leading to appreciation in shareholder value.  With the projected growth and size of this 
industry, we feel that there will be room for several small to mid-tier competitors. 

 

 

  Google Yahoo Ask 
Jeeves* 

Find 
What 

Look 
Smart 

Marchex 
Inter-

change 

Corpora-
tion 

InterSearch 

Group (2004) 

InterSearch 

Group (2005) 

Company estimate 

Approx. 
sales 

($million) 
3,190 3,570 261 169 77 43.8 19 14.3 23.9 

Gross 
Margin 26.33% 63.86% 70.85% 40.96% 95.01% 22.69% 49.13% 40% 47% 

Operating 
Margin 20.07% 19.26% 21.43% 15.88% (15.31%) (2.33%) 8.05% 11% 22% 

Net Margin 12.25% 23.49% 20.07% 10.05% (14.57%) (1.68%) 8.76% 10% 13% 

"Walnut Ventures provides a solid base from which to move forward in 

boosting 

organic business growth, while InterSearch Group affords us the platform to 

expand through carefully targeted acquisitions and strategic partnerships." 

…. Frank McPartland, Chairman of InterSearch Group 
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS / VALUATION 

PAST FINANCIALS 

The InterSearch Group reported unaudited pro forma 2004 revenues of $14.3 million and net operat-
ing income of $1.5 million. The unaudited pro forma 2004 results are provided as if the October 27, 

2004, purchase of Corporate Consulting Services (CCS) and the December 10, 2004, acquisition of 
Walnut Ventures, as well as all related transactions, had occurred on January 1, 2004. Performances 
of the two subsidiaries for the year 2004 are highlighted below: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

Sales from Walnut Ventures attributed to around 83% of the total group sales.  Walnut’s share in the 
Group’s gross profit above was 87%.  The search engine business also contributed to 96% of the to-
tal operating income. 

The Company currently has 134,720,015 Common shares and 115,442,776 preferred shares out-

standing. The preferred shares carry a conversion option of 5:1 fully convertible common shares.  
The Company has already begun to repurchase preferred shares, and has announced that they plan 
to continue to do so. 

 

GOING FORWARD 

The Company is dependent on Walnut's Pay-Per-Click (PPC) search engine properties having long-
standing PPC provider partnerships and unique meta-search technology to push future growth. This 
search facility provides users with "one-stop shopping" that generates superior search results to us-
ers over other competitors which operate in the same space.  With the pay-per-click industry set to 

experience tremendous growth in the coming years, InterSearch Group intends to ride this growth 
and garner market share in the online advertising industry.  The Company has built a solid business 
from which to grow in the future. 

 

 

 

  Walnut Ventures CCS Total 

  Amount in $ US 

Revenue 11,856,134 2,461,064 $14,317,198 

Gross Profit 4,982,410 716,465 $5,698,876 

Operating Income 1,453,355 51,133 $1,504,488 
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Five Year Revenue/Cashflow Estimations for the InterSearch Group: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Company Projections 

 

Key Assumptions: 

• The size of the paid search advertising market is around $4 billion in the US only.  With 

Google and Overture (Yahoo) controlling about 90% of this market, there is a market of 
around $400 million that is comprised of smaller players, including InterSearch. 

• Revenue estimates from InterSearch indicate that by 2005, the Group will garner around 

0.5% of the total paid search advertising market. 

• Riding on the phenomenal growth in the online advertising industry, InterSearch expects to 

post approximately 70% topline growth in 2006. With the online advertising industry expected 
to slow down after witnessing record growth in the coming two years, the Company estimates 
a lower revenue growth rate of around 36% for 2007 then slowing to growth rates of around 

30% for the following two years.   We have assumed a long-term growth rate of 12% follow-
ing this. 

• Gross margins have been estimated at around 48% for 2005 and as economies of scale are 

achieved, these are assumed to increase to around 54% by 2009.  Gross margins at such high 

levels can be justified by keeping in line with margins of other players in the industry (refer to 
the competition section). 

• Operating margins have been estimated to increase from around 21% in 2005 to around 40% 

in 2009. 

• Net margins have been estimated to increase from around 13% in 2005 to around 24% in 

2009.  This comparatively slower growth in net margins over operating margins has been as-
sumed on the basis of increased depreciation and borrowing costs. 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

  Amount in $ US 

Total Revenues 23,901,732 45,163,002 61,495,123 80,064,380 105,135,936 

COGS 12,576,185 23,995,010 31,418,163 40,131,021 51,728,392 

Gross Profit 11,325,522 21,339,757 30,076,961 39,933,358 53,407,545 

Operating Expenses 6,070,992 7,588,021 9,351,840 10,739,187 13,053,550 

Operating Profit 5,254,530 13,751,736 20,725,121 29,194,171 40,353,995 

Net Profit/ 

Free Cash flows 
3,005,638 8,251,042 12,435,072 17,516,502 24,212,397 
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For the purpose of calculating the discounted cash flows, the discounting rate has been taken at 
14% as the rate of return to be achieved from operations. This has been estimated by adding 

around 9.5% as risk premium to the prevailing benchmark 10-year bond rate, which is currently 
around 4.50%. 

On discounting the free cash flow at a rate of 14%, and taking a perpetuity growth rate of 12%, 
the total value of the company is estimated at $366 million over a five-year horizon. 

Based on 134 million shares currently outstanding, the fair value per share works out to around 
$2.72. However, the Company has 115,442,776 outstanding preferred shares, which have a con-
version option of 5 common shares for every one preferred share.  Hence, the conversion results 
in the creation of additional 577,213,880 common shares.  With an estimated 711,933,895 mil-

lion shares outstanding, the fully-diluted per share value is around $0.56.  If the Company con-
tinues to buy in preferred shares, this number improves proportionately. 

With the shares currently quoted around $0.20 and based on a fair-price estimate using 711 mil-

lion shares outstanding, we believe that the stock represents a value at current prices. 

The table below indicates the comparative performance of market participants based on sales: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The market leaders, Google and Yahoo, with sales of around $3.19 Bn and $3.57 Bn, respectively, 
command a price-to-sales ratio of 15.44 and 12.07, respectively. However, given the size of these 
much larger competitors, the Price/Sales multiple of Yahoo and Google cannot be directly compared 

to InterSearch. 

Smaller competitors like LookSmart, FindWhat and Interchange command a Price/Sales multiple of 
around 1.18 – 4.76 (median P/S of 3.29).  With InterSearch’s share price currently around $0.20 
and an estimated 134 million shares outstanding (not considering the conversion option in the 

115,442,776 outstanding preference shares), and on a total sales of $14.31 million (combined, post 
acquisition) the Price/Sales multiple works out to 1.91 X Sales.  

VALUATION BASED ON PRICE/SALES MULTIPLE 

  Google Yahoo AskJeeves LookSmart FindWhat 
Interchange 

Corp. 
InterSearch 

Group 

Total  
Revenues 
($MM) 

3,190 3,570 261 77 
  

169 
19 14 

Share Price 
($) 180.88 31.62 28.67 0.90 10.59 12.05 .20 

Price/Sales 15.44 12.07 5.47 1.18 1.77 4.76 1.91 
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Based on 2005 estimated sales, the forward Price/Sales multiple works out to a mere 1.12 X 
Sales, suggesting there is room for appreciation in the share price of the Company in the near 

future. 

ACQUISITION OF ASK JEEVES 

The acquisition of AskJeeves by the Internet media conglomerate, InterActiveCorp (Nasdaq: 
IACI), has set the pace for consolidation in the online advertising/Internet search industry.  The 
transaction requires InterActive to swap 1.2668 common shares for each share of Ask Jeeves. 

Based on InterActive's closing price on March 18, 2005, the deal values Ask Jeeves at $1.85 bil-
lion. Taking an average estimated sales revenue of $384 million for 2005, the acquisition price 
results in a forward Price/Sales multiple of 4.68 X 2005 estimated sales.  

With the pay-per-click industry witnessing increasing consolidation, InterSearch Group could be 

an eligible acquisition candidate. In the event of this happening, the shareholders could witness 
significant appreciation in stock price.  Discounting the 4.68 Price/Sales multiple used in the 
valuation of AskJeeves by approximately 30% for InterSearch’s relatively smaller size and market 

share, the firm’s valuation, based on 2005 estimated revenues, works out to $75.70 million.  
Based on 134 million shares outstanding, the fair value per share works out to around $0.56, 
leaving considerable scope for appreciation. 

MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Key Management Personnel on the InterSearch team include: 

 

Name and  
Designation 

Profile 

Mr. Dan O'Donnell 

  

  

President and 
Chief Executive 
Officer 

  

Mr. O'Donnell, prior to becoming CEO of the InterSearch Group, 
focused on identifying emerging Internet opportunities and build-

ing world-class teams to develop and build these opportunities 
into sustainable businesses. A seasoned entrepreneur, Mr. O'Don-
nell is credited with possessing a solid track record for starting 
and developing high-value organizations. In his previous assign-

ments, Mr. O'Donnell successfully built and managed Financial 
and Professional Services firms as well as co-founded Walnut 
Ventures, now an InterSearch portfolio company.  
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Name and  
Designation 

Profile 

Mr. Gary Bogatay 

  

Chief Financial 
Officer 

  

Mr. Bogatay, a Certified Public Accountant has more than 13 years 
of experience in senior financial management roles. Beginning with 

Deloitte & Touche, LLP, he has held senior financial positions at 
Guardian Protection Services, Career Education Corporation, as 
well as iGate Corporation, a publicly traded information technology 
and Internet consulting firm. At iGate, Mr. Bogatay served as Vice 

President of Finance for iGate's Financial Services subsidiary, Sym-
phoni Interactive LLC. 

Mr. Steve Ernst 

Chief Technology 

Officer 

Mr. Ernst has over fourteen years of systems engineering/ archi-
tecture and professional experience. Coming from Sterling Soft-

ware, he brings with him solid history in designing practical and 
effective solutions that integrate the key stakeholders' technical 
and business goals and objectives. Prior to InterSearch, he was a 
founder and principal in iCard Systems Inc., now an industry 

leader in the sale and distribution of cash cards. 

Ms. Kimberly 
O'Donnell 

President-
Corporate Con-
sulting Services, 
Inc. 

Ms. O'Donnell with over 15 years of sales and recruiting experience 
in various industry verticals including financial services, insurance, 

healthcare, and IT, can be credited for successfully starting, man-
aging and growing two offices for a national insurance recruiting 
firm. She went on to become a key recruiter for the Western Re-
gion of a national financial and professional services consulting 

firm. Ms. O'Donnell is currently responsible for all operational as-
pects of Corporate Consulting Services, an InterSearch Group port-
folio company. 
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RISK FACTORS: 

Name and Desig-
nation 

Profile 

Robert Hoult 

  

VP of Business 
Development - 
Walnut Ventures 

With responsibility for developing new business channels and revenue 
streams, Mr. Hoult has extensive experience in building strategic part-

nerships and evaluating acquisition opportunities. Recently, he served 
as Director of Business Development for Overture (now a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Yahoo) where he brokered distribution deals with Verisign, 
Yahoo, NetZero, Ask Jeeves, and multiple-domain channel partners. 

Before Overture, he spent four years with The Learning Company in 
Sales and Marketing where he was responsible for software sales and 
promotion across multiple retail channels. His 18 years of Sales and 
Marketing experience in retail, software, and Internet services bring a 

vast network of partners to InterSearch.  

Andrew Keery 

Executive VP 

Strategic Alli-
ances - Walnut 
Ventures 

Mr. Keery is responsible for identifying and developing alliances with 
key strategic partners. Mr. Keery was previously the Director of Strate-

gic Consulting Services for Symphoni Interactive LLC, where he over-
saw the implementation of several enterprise-wide IT solutions and im-
plementations. He was also instrumental in forging new service offer-
ings and business development relationships for the firm. Before this, 

he was a principle consultant to Wells Fargo Nikko Investment Advisory 
and Bank of America. His expertise in Internet-based business integra-
tion projects combined with a background in venture finance allows him 
to identify new business opportunities and connect those opportunities 

with the resources needed to make them reality. 

Risk Related to Size & Competition: 

The Company faces significant risk from other competitors in the PPC market place. The PPC mar-

ket, though not overcrowded, consists of several players and is dominated by Yahoo and Google 
who account for 90% of the market.  InterSearch’s absence of significant market share and finan-
cial strength to compete with other major players can act as a hindrance to future growth.  
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Risk Related to Lack of Niche Technology:  

The Company has a search engine property, which posts results based on advertisement rates bid 

by the advertisers.  The technology involved in this business model is not exclusive to the com-
pany and can be easily duplicated. This reduces the entry barrier in the industry and increases 
the competition. Not only is gaining market share difficult in such a market, it also involves high 
advertising expenditures to hold on to the existing share. This puts pressure on profitability. 

Exercise of Convertible Preference Shares: 

The Company currently has 115 million outstanding preferred shares. These shares come with a 
conversion option of five equity shares for every one-preference share. The exercise of the con-
version option will result in the addition of 577 million shares. This will lead to a dilution of earn-

ings per share and affect the company’s share price. The company has begun retiring some of 
these preferred shares. 

Buyback of Preferred Shares: 

The Company plans to continue to buy back earlier allotted preferred shares. The Company is 
most likely to complete this buyback in tranches. Each buyback will involve a significant amount 
of cash outflow from the company. As mentioned earlier, the Company is small in size compared 
to its competitors and the cash if used for buyback will significantly reduce the amount of funds 

available to pursue future growth initiatives.  

Competition from Other Conventional Advertisement Sources:  

Not only does the Company face competition from other players in the industry, but also from 

traditional advertisement sources like newspapers, television and magazines.  The online adver-
tising market is a very small part of the total advertising market. Moreover, companies still tend 
to rely more on traditional advertising sources than advertising on the Internet.  

Limited Sources of Income:  

The Company has two basic sources of income: 1) revenues from online search traffic 2) reve-
nues from CCS.  Revenues from the search segment may come under the most pressure in the 
future.  If paid search traffic for the company falls off, or the company can not find new ways to 
monetize commercial search traffic, then revenue growth rates may stagnate.  This risk is espe-

cially significantly in case of InterSearch, as it does not have any brand recognition or significant 
market presence (low usage as compared to Google & Yahoo) to attract proprietary search traffic 
from its own Internet “real estate”, but instead primarily relies on its partner’s traffic generation.  

Risk Associated with High Growth:  

The Company is in an industry in which companies generally show extremely high growth. If the 
Company is unable to manage this growth, then the quality of the products and services of the 
Company could suffer, which will negatively affect the brand image of the company. The Com-

pany will need to keep improving on its operational, financial and management controls in order 
to be able to consolidate on its growth.    
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Disclaimer 

Beacon Equity Research (otherwise known as BER) is an independent research firm specializ-
ing in small and micro capitalization companies.  BER has no investment banking or consul-
tation conflicts thereby minimizing the inherent conflicts of interest between the research 
analysts and the companies they cover.  BER is not a registered investment advisor or bro-
ker dealer.  No information in this report should be construed as an endorsement to either 
buy or sell any securities mentioned in this report.  The analyst(s) who prepared this report 
rely on publicly available information which neither the analyst, nor BER, can guarantee to 
be error-free or factually accurate.  All conclusions in this report are deemed reasonable and 
appropriate by the author. Beacon Equity Research has been compensated eighteen-
thousand dollars by InterSearch Group for a one-year enrollment in its research program.  
All decisions are made solely by the analyst and independent of outside parties or influence.  
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a “safe harbor” in 
regard to forward-looking statements.  To fully comply with the requirements of this law, 
BER cautions all investors that such forward-looking statements in this report are not guar-
antees of future performance. Unknown risk, uncertainties, as well as other uncontrollable or 
unknown factors may cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance 
or expectations expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  Investors should 
exercise good judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior to making any invest-
ment. 

 

 

All material contained in this report is the sole property of Beacon Research 
Partners, LLC.  No information contained herein may be copied or reproduced in 
any manner without the express written consent Beacon Research Partners, 

LLC. 


